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Blazing-fast, desktop legal review with the power of SaaS
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The lightweight QBlaze desktop app eliminates the need for conversion,
rendering a wide variety of document types—from simple spreadsheets and
PDFs to massive multimedia files and more—with blazing speed.
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Simplified tasks, powerful tools for strong core legal review
Add, Process and Export Evidence in a Few Clicks
With the QBlaze wizard-driven workflow, simply input a case
name, point to the evidence, check predefined processing
settings, and click to begin. QBlaze automatically creates the case
inside the AccessData unified database, gives a summary of your
tasks, uploads the data to the cloud, kicks off processing, and
adds the evidence to your case.
After processing and review, QBlaze guides you through a
minimal-option interface to create, export and download your
dataset.

QBlaze lets you locate your files quickly by size, category or
extension. An optimized thumbnail workflow speeds you
through image investigations.

Get Automatic, Elastic Processing and Storage Capacity
QBlaze runs elastic cloud processing (autoscaling DPE) supported
in the cloud by AWS, letting you burn through data at top speed
and have the engine expand as needed. It also leverages AWS
for autoscaling the database, so you can throw as much data at a
case as you need, with minimal cost and burden per transaction.
View Large Files and Multimedia Fast, with Clarity Unlike
with web-based review, large documents and multimedia files
won’t lag on QBlaze. View a PDF with tens of thousands of pages
in seconds or watch a gigabyte movie or multimedia file without
waiting to download or stream data.
Empower Any Reviewer or Investigator
Even the greenest or most nontechnical investigator can be up
and reviewing with minimal training—saving significant time and
maximizing the output of your entire team.
Customize and Automate with the API
Advanced users may want to customize and automate their
workflow, leveraging the platform’s API. Integrate any tool,
including third-party case management software. Easy enough
for DIY or with expert support available from the AccessData
Services team.

For more information and to request a demo, visit
www.accessdata.com/products-services/qblaze

The fully functional grid view enables basic filtering and
sorting so you can understand the critical metadata
associated with each document. A dynamic display organizes
commonly selected filters; integrated graphics help you
visualize your data.

Image recognition allows you to identify a wide range of
images including weapons, drugs, nudity, currency and more.
Machine learning trains the system to find objects within
images, so you can quickly select only the models and images
on which you wish to run categorization.

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, AccessData® offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your hands.
For over 30 years, AccessData has worked with more than 130,000 clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations and law firms
around the world to understand and focus on their unique collection-to-analysis needs. The result? Products that empower faster results, better
insights, and more connectivity. For more information, visit www.accessdata.com
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